SAVE TOOTGAROOK SWAMP
C\O 116 Elizabeth Ave
Rosebud West
Victoria
Australia
3940
contact@savetootgarookswamp.org
0409 936 577

Dear;
Premier Mr. Andrews, Minister Wynne, Minister D’Ambrosio, and esteemed leaders of the opposition Hon
Matthew Guy, Mr. Bradley Battin, Hon David Davis, Local Member Hon Martin Dixon, Susan Pennicuik, Nina
Springle, Mornington Peninsula Shire Council CEO Carl Cowie, Mayor Bev Colomb, and esteemed Councilors of
the Mornington Peninsula Shire.

We wish to bring to your attention our view on this important matter of protecting the Mornington Peninsula in
terms of planning.https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/32132/DELWP0055_ResidentialZoneReview_v8_weba.pdf
https://issuu.com/southernpeninsulanews/docs/spn_6_june_2017
http://mpnews.com.au/2017/06/05/anger-over-new-planning-rules/
It seems that there is a misconception on the Peninsula that these changes will allow 3 storey development in all
sections of the Peninsula ‘as right’ in all residential zones. There are many DDO’s (Design and Development
Overlays) within the residential zoned areas of the Mornington Peninsula even with some limiting the preexisting 8m height in the general residential zone prior to the change in March.
By the local news stating that the Shire “has expressed concern” we see that a large scare campaign is
underway, especially in Green Wedge areas which are currently not affected by these changes.
A major challenge for the Peninsula is how to manage its future land use something that has been asked since
the 1975 Conservation Plan for the Southern Peninsula, the area below Mornington and Hastings.
If historic patterns of change continue their will be an increase in the severity of impacts including urban sprawl,
loss of agricultural lands, increased car dependency and further habitat fragmentation.
With Victorian and Melbourne populations to projectively increase to effectively double the amount by 2060
and not including the Peninsulas own local residents, it is irresponsible and naive to think that pressure on the
Peninsulas natural systems, biodiversity, and agricultural lands will not come.
To object to the preventative measures to guide that development into the internal townships as a way to
reduce these pressures will just see further land clearance rates on the Peninsula continue, treating the
Peninsulas biodiversity.
Our organisation is more concerned that too much emphasis is being placed on the aesthetics of buildings rather
than the pressure that larger developmental footprints take up on the limited land on the Peninsula and its
biodiversity by encouraging land clearance. We see a rejection of the 3 storey increase as a rejection of the
compulsory garden space (though we believe it would be made more beneficial by being slightly larger on the
Peninsula).
Our recommendation to alleviate this concern of combined Residential and DDO areas is that Mornington
Peninsula Shire rezone these locations (Design and Development Overlays limiting currently to 2 storeys) to
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Neighborhood Residential Zone (NRZ) with a nine meter height and 2 storey limit.
The State Governments own documentation states; “Many councils have specified lower maximum building
heights in the schedules to their residential zones. These lower maximum building heights continue to apply
despite higher maximum building heights in the reformed zones” (page2).
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/32131/Maximum-building-heights-and-numberof-storeys_web.pdf
Rather of far greater concern is the statements in the document titled Reformed Residential Zones page 9 which
states that “The Committee found the application of residential zone schedules has resulted in duplication and
conflict with planning overlays, and has complicated planning schemes. The Government agrees and will
begin work on a fundamental review of local variations in the residential zone schedules”
We have concerns with the deficiency of overlays in Capel Sound (formerly Rosebud West). Much of Capel
Sound is located on former groundwater dependent Tootgarook Swamp. This groundwater can be high during
wet years leading to a lack of infiltration after heavy rain events. The area contains no overlays, even though
there is risk needing to be managed. We believe that there is strong case for overlays to be developed and
implemented particularly in light of Climate change induced storm surges and tidal effects along this low-lying
section of coast.
Any future development applications on any existing residential land within the area of the attached image
(Capel Sound Google Earth LiDAR) of Capel Sound (Rosebud West) should be filled to a minimum of 3mAHD with
a F.S.L. of 3.6mAHD for residences. While it is acknowledged that there may be properties already of
appropriate height AHD (Lidar Tootgarook A4) there are also those at risk. This area is formerly part of the
Tootgarook swamp and we say it is at risk of groundwater flooding (Clearwater flooding), this is different to
stormwater flooding.

Figure 1; Residential area we believe are at risk of ground water flooding should be raised to 3m AHD
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Figure 2; LiDAR image Tootgarook Swamp yellow in center.

The area is known to have limited
drainage capacity (high water table)
and therefore it is better that each
site deal with its own hard surface
water runoff (retaining it on site).
Further stormwater discharge into
Chinamans Creek is not available as
the system is already beyond its
capability. The Shire needs to be
more proactive in limiting and
ensuring a further reduction of
stormwater runoff in this area.
We believe that the following
solutions to capture and use
rainwater in this area are far better
solutions than channeling
impervious runoff. Importantly we
do not recommend the use of
infiltration trenches in the area due
to the possible high-water table.
•
Rainwater tanks can
reduce the harm to our
waterways caused by too
much stormwater. Tank
water can be used to flush
toilets, wash clothes, water
gardens and wash cars,
significantly reducing
demand on drinking water.
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https://www.melbournewater.com.au/Planning-and-building/Stormwatermanagement/WSUD_treatments/Pages/Rain-water-tanks.aspx
•
Raingardens are specially-designed garden beds that filter stormwater runoff from surrounding
areas or stormwater pipes. Raingardens are also called bio-retention systems because they use soil,
plants, and microbes to biologically treat stormwater. They are also ideal habitat for moisture loving
frogs and insects such as dragonflies.
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/Planning-and-building/Stormwatermanagement/WSUD_treatments/Pages/Raingardens.aspx
•
Porous paving allows water to pass through it and filter back to the drains or into groundwater,
for hard surfaces i.e. driveways and crossovers. https://www.melbournewater.com.au/Planning-andbuilding/Stormwater-management/WSUD_treatments/Pages/Porous-Paving.aspx
•

The use of Swales instead of a roadside kerbs, nature strip or center median.

Currently Clause 56.07-4 of the Victorian Planning Provisions, commonly referred to as Clause 56, sets
stormwater management objectives that residential subdivisions must meet. These objectives are
designed to reduce the harm to our waterways, bays, and ocean.
We strongly believe that the area needs a Vegetation Protection Overlay (there is already a very small
one in Woodthorpe Road and it is unknown why this was not made larger in its inception) to protect
remnant Wetland and Coast Banksia vegetation generally in Capel Sound as it is characteristic of the
area.
Frogs (esp. Southern Brown Tree Frogs) are a significant part of the area (Tootgarook is said to have its
name from land of the growling frog) and very noticeable when it rains and many homes to this area
also get roosting wetland bird species, such as Pacific Black Ducks, Swamphens and Dusky Moorhens.
There is no protection currently for vegetation, but the above existing biodiversity even within the
residential area suggests that there is strong reason to support more enhanced protection of it in the
planning scheme and we touch on this again further on.
Chinamans Creek (Boneo Drain) also lacks a very necessary ESO (environmental significance overlay)
through the Residential Zone between Eastbourne and Point Nepean Road. Investigation into extending
the current ESO 30 to cover it could resolve this issue.
It is our view that plantings of EVC002 (Coast Banksia Woodland) should form parts of developments in
Capel Sound as well as the retention of old trees as part of planning applications. As for raingardens, a
list of recommended local wetland plants for use should be developed.
There is also one very significant historical homestead with no Historical Overlay. A homestead which is
extremely significant not just to the Peninsula but potentially all of Victoria, the homestead (SS Crispo
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homestead) of Sidney Smith Crispo at 19 William Crescent (Chief Assistant Survey of Victoria).

Figure 3; Sydney Smith Crispo’s homestead and later Capt. Edward Williams

These are serious considerations for the Capel Sound area and currently there is nothing preventing, for
example, the application for an underground carpark even though the area has a high groundwater table. Nor is
there anything in place to control increased hard surface runoff if existing residential blocks continue to be
subdivided. Questions surround the potential effects of too many hard surfaces in the groundwater flow
direction as groundwater constantly leaches through the sands from the Tootgarook Swamp (discharge zone for
Nepean Peninsula groundwater) to the bay.
Climate change is likely to have a significant effect on the area with sea level rise lifting the groundwater level,
this combined with storm surges. A Pre-European rise in the extent of the wetland could be a possibility during
an intense 1 in 100 year storms combined with a higher sea level.
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Example 1; there already are 3 storey houses in Capel Sound (formerly Rosebud West) on former swamp
land. Something that concerns us is the lack of planning controls and strategic planning even for the long
term such as a Design and Development Overlay, and a Vegetation Protection Overlay. We see this as
the most important part of the Peninsula’s character, land height (AHD) due to high ground water table,
and climate change impacts. The bottom image shows an example area we are concerned about and
have objected to on former and nearby swamp land where there are no overlays or controls to reflect the
physical constraints. It should also be noted that 3 Storey development is also occurring in parts of
Dromana according to residents.
Our organisation has been in communication with Council, including officers, for several years over these above
concerns that Capel Sound has no overlays and we have repeatedly called for a review of strategic planning,
specifically within Capel Sound (formerly Rosebud West). Capel Sound a relative small location has its entire
residential zone unlike other Shire location without any protection what so ever. This is unlike any other Shire
location and has been inappropriately overlooked by Mornington Peninsula Shire planners for decades.
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A long time ago Melbourne had an immense wetland that rivaled Kakadu, the Koo Wee Rup Swamp, and one
can only imagine what tourism in Victoria could have been like if we had had the foresight to keep it. Now the
largest remaining swamp in the entire Port Philip and Western Port region is Tootgarook Swamp on the
Mornington Peninsula.
Ensuring that our places of high biodiversity and conservation are kept and protected should be paramount to
any planning scheme. Administrative boundaries rarely reflect accurately real geography. This is especially true
for the natural environment. Functional ecological areas may be based on estuaries, river catchments or seminatural habitats such as grassland, heathland, wetlands, or forest. The Mornington Peninsula is the most
biodiverse 750sq km area with in the state (http://www.spiffa.org/the-most-biodiverse-750-sq-km-invictoria.html) and as such needs special treatment, particularly at the fringes of residential subdivision. This
biodiversity is also recognised by UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) by
its inclusion as a Biosphere.

To us there is a failure within the current Mornington Peninsula Shire Planning Scheme to adequately identify
the natural constraints of the land form in particular areas and apply them within the planning scheme. The
Mornington Peninsula Shire is recognised by the government as being not a growth area. We are not an
intensely developed council locality in Melbourne and we have a localised planning statement diligently drawn
up with the former Liberal government.
The Mornington Peninsula itself is a unique geographical area, being that of a peninsula, and thus it is limited in
terms of transport directions that can be designed for travel in and out (only north and south), and in addition
there are public transport issues due to the closeness of townships to the bay (why we need a ferry to service
the Peninsulas bayside townships to Melbourne). We are a complex mix of rural, coast and townships, and as
such to keep the Peninsula’s uniqueness, a specific set of instructions reflecting constraints of the land,
geographical features, geology, drainage, and biodiversity is required.
It is our view that the local government is responsible for ensuring that this uniqueness is kept in perpetuity
while also guiding development carefully for the future. Rather than focus on placing controls in areas where
they are desperately needed, we say that there has been too much emphasis placed on trying to control the
activity centers of the townships. As a result, this has left areas in the outlier completely open to inappropriate
development, and now many in local government and community wish to place the blame on the state
government in terms of the raising of building heights.
We also believe that at least one new Councilor, prior to being elected, had also, for several years, been
requesting that strategic planning be reviewed in their area of residence (another Peninsula township).
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Figure 4 We believe that these some of these areas have been strategically left without of planning controls over some time
by council.

Our biggest concern to the states planning changes in the reformed residential zones is the Peninsula’s Special
Use Zone land 37.01 (which comes under special purpose zones 37 in the Mornington Peninsula Shire planning
scheme), originally set aside in the Peninsula 1975 Conservation Plan. This zoning on the Mornington Peninsula
contains some extremely high-quality biodiversity areas with values in some locations higher than Green Wedge
Zone land. The Minister has not made it clear enough in the document titled ‘Reformed Residential Zones’ what
these areas are. The words on page 5 of this document in effect seem to apply to all special use land which
comes under the Special Purpose Zone. The government has not been transparent on what this means or entails
and based on the known values we would like an immediate review into rezoning of this Special Use Zone land
to take place, especially parcels within the Tootgarook Swamp.
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Figure 5; 1975 Conservation Plan

There are nine listed Special Use Zones on the Peninsula falling under the Special Purpose Zone which we
specifically believe needs to be prioritised for immediate review considering the State Government changes and
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believe this to be a larger risk than any Green Wedge issue. Many other areas of Special Use Zone land are
places likely to contain high biodiversity values including around Crib Point and Hastings.

Figure 6; Where biodiversity is concentrated on the Mornington Peninsula.

It has been our organisations long-held view that the Mornington Peninsula Shire has not been able to
adequately fund and approach strategic planning in a holistic manner, recognising the limitations of an area,
geography (location), geology (landform), hydrology (groundwater and surface water function), ecology
(biodiversity and function), design (density and built form) for use and development. The Peninsula’s character
and biodiversity is not just special to the residents of the Peninsula, but to that of Victorians. The Peninsula has
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long been viewed as a destination for Victorians to visit and as future growth and development comes so does
the pressure on the land base and its biodiversity.
Given the nature of area as a “peninsula” there is an urgent need to ensure that this unique area and its
biodiversity is protected for future generations of Victorians, certainly it is something we cannot risk destroying.
Therefore, we view the 3 storey height increase in appropriate areas as necessary if we are to halt urban sprawl
continuing from the Peninsula’s Townships. We need sprawl repair because, despite the endless challenges,
many opportunities exist. The time is right to deal with sprawl now. Energy costs are rising, meaning long
commutes are becoming unaffordable. A changing climate compels us to pollute less. We need to increase
physical activity to overcome the epidemic of obesity and chronic diseases. Entire residential and commercial
developments are failing. These are the obvious justifications for sprawl repair. But there are other reasons that,
while less obvious are equally compelling.
As stated in Victoria’s Biodiversity Strategy on page 32 , urban areas, networks of natural and designed green
spaces, or ‘green infrastructure,’ (such as parks, gardens, street trees, backyards, green roofs, green walls and
rain gardens) improve livability and reduce costs that would otherwise be incurred if we sought to provide the
same benefits through other means.
Interestingly enough our forebears in the 1975 conservation plan on page 4 stated;
“The area has considerable potential to provide for many different facets of peoples’ lives. However, in changing
to meet one need the area will change in such a way as to conflict with its ability to meet others, It can not be
emphasized too strongly that the quite reasonable demands by different groups in the population are always in
conflict with other reasonable demands of other groups. The resources of the Peninsula are finite and each
decision made will rule out other possibilities.
In the management of an area such as the Southern Mornington Peninsula, it is necessary to determine the
overall management goal and to decide the manner in which such a resource is to be utilised by the community.
With an area as important as the Peninsula, such a decision is a matter for determination at the State level as a
question of strategic planning.
We believe the Mornington Peninsula Shires planning zones don’t currently well represent larger outlier sites
closer to the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and water courses and water ways, we state that his view is
supported by VCAT.
VCAT stated in comments to a recent case before it (P2704 2015 Watermark Village Pty Ltd v Mornington
Peninsula SC, paragraph 207.) that, “In the balance of these matters, we conclude that this is an outlier site,
being on the edge of a long established residential area that does not have good access to services nor is it one
well served by public transport.” We say it is the Mornington Peninsula Shires responsibility to guide
development to ensure that the majority of residents are located within close walking distance of activity
centers.
Paragraph 209. Goes on to state that - Clause 11.14 – ‘Planning for identified distinctive areas’ refers to the
policy guideline: Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement (the Localised Planning Statement), that
seeks to protect and enhance the valued attributes of the distinctive areas including the Mornington
Peninsula. Strategies relevant to this matter that support the policy objective includes:
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•
Recognising the significant geographic and physical features of these areas.
•
Protecting the identified key values and activities of these areas.
•
Supporting use and development where it enhances the valued characteristics of these areas.
•
Avoiding use and development that could undermine the long-term natural or non-urban use of land in
these areas.
We say that these VCAT statements make allowance for the Shire to recognise in the planning scheme specific
locations and justify the insertion of overlays in protection and recognition of constraints and values. The cause
and consequence of not reviewing and acknowledging constraints of the land is to us leading many to have a
negative viewpoint on the VicSmart system being expanded in Victoria. This needs to be urgently addressed as
many of these constraints and values have been subsequently ignored, resulting in what we say are massive
implications for future generations of Victorians. Other issues with VicSmart are building and works up to $1
million in industrial areas and building and works up to $500,000 in some special purpose areas, some which on
the Peninsula are abutting areas of high biodiversity locations as a result of past poor planning mistakes.
Coastal and waterfront communities have a natural boundary, i.e. the water, and that makes efficient land use
critical. Not only is development physically limited within this boundary, but proximity to the water is often of
highest value and at greatest risk from natural hazards, requiring an approach to community and building design
that provides high structural integrity and the greatest benefit on the least amount of land. Compact community
design accommodates increased development in waterfront districts through higher densities and narrower
streets. Through smaller building footprints for new construction, reuse of existing buildings, and creative
solutions to parking, compact building design can leave undeveloped land to absorb rainwater, thereby reducing
the overall level of impervious surface in the water catchment. Together, compact community and building
design techniques reduce runoff, flooding, and stormwater drainage needs, contributing to better water
catchment health. For waterfront communities’ dependent on the health and beauty of neighboring waters,
these outcomes are vital. (https://coastalsmartgrowth.noaa.gov/elements/design.html)
Reasons we support 3 storeys in the GRZ 1 (General Residential Zone 1). In explicit locations within short walking
distance to activity centers (This is subject to land features and constraints, some of these overlays and do not
exist in the current planning scheme (e.g. Views to Arthur’s Seat, land constraints, increased compulsory garden
size, and stronger control over vegetation plantings)
•

Land clearance felling is a larger issue facing the Peninsula compared to building heights.

•

To reduce impact of wildlife and fauna it is recommended that spatial footprints are reduced, and
building heights increased. We need to reduce direct wildlife mortality during land clearance.
(Reducing Impacts of development on Wildlife by J. Gleeson and D. Gleeson CSIRO publishing pg.25).

•

We need stronger statutory control, almost draconian rules, over our Vegetation Protection
Overlays. Conservation planning needs to become the norm to protect the unique character of the
Peninsula. Currently this is failing due to the lack of understanding by council officers towards
ecological processes and biodiversity, indeed there is no one in council who is qualified as an
ecologist.
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The VPO's indigenous vegetation is being degraded by regular maintaining of vegetation and cross
planting with non-indigenous species. Indigenous vegetation that is being trimmed, lopped, and
removed in terms of safety is not being replaced by the same indigenous vegetation. Understory
indigenous vegetation that native fauna uses has been removed and replaced with non-indigenous
vegetation. Overall, this affect over a period of time is seeing a decline by attrition of the indigenous
vegetation and ultimately biodiversity, which it is the purpose of the VPO's to avoid. This is similar to
the paddock tree issue http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/national/native-vegetationlaws-killing-the-iconic-paddock-tree/news-story/66c7a1d8dfd747e6722b174e4d788654 , that being
the issue of recruitment of young indigenous trees, replacing old ones.
It must be said that either the VPO's are a waste of time, or that they must be improved and
reviewed.
We need to retain areas of high conservation value (e.g. threatened and rare species and ecological
communities) to maximise the area of native vegetation and habitat that will remain following the
development, minimising incursion on important habitat areas (e.g. core habitat, movement
corridors and water courses). (Reducing Impacts of development on Wildlife by J. Gleeson and D.
Gleeson CSIRO publishing pg.24).
•

We believe, if anything, a slightly larger compulsory garden space than recommended in the GRZ1
should be applied to the Mornington Peninsula with stronger VPO requirements, ensuring that
indigenous vegetation and ecological communities are protected indefinitely.
Lot size

400 - 500
square metres
501 - 650
square metres
Above 650
square metres

Minimum
percentage of a lot
set aside as garden
area in the GRZ.
25%

What we would
like to see on the
Peninsula in the
GRZ.
30%

30%

35%

35%

45%

The planting of an indigenous large Canopy tree should be compulsory, therefore masking the
building height from the street and supporting biodiversity for our native fauna in our residential
areas. Garden plants too should all be indigenous to the area to preserve the characteristics of the
Peninsula for perpetuity.
•

Three storey buildings already exist in areas that the Mornington Peninsula Shire has currently
become concerned about, although people in the community have been calling and requesting
strategic planning for overlays in areas where council is now concerned in relation to DDO's and
VPO's. Council recently has been engaging in simplification of the planning scheme rather than the
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understanding that the Mornington Peninsula is a complex area that requires special planning,
especially considering we are a unique mix of rural, townships, coast and inland ecosystems in a
unique geographical area, and biodiverse area a peninsula.
•

Storm water runoff from impervious surfaces is reduced with a smaller spatial footprint. Rainwater
gardens should be compulsory as part of development and reducing storm water further.

•

Potential avoidance of cultural sites with a smaller spatial footprint.

•

Minimization of the Peninsula’s townships ecological footprints with more compact townships. This
provides, on a per-unit basis, reduction in costs associated with providing and maintaining services
such as sewer, water, electricity and other utilities in more compact neighborhoods than in
dispersed, sprawl-type
development.http://www.landscapes2.org/sustainability/articles/sgCompactBldg.cfm

•

3 Storeys can provide for more housing stock and accommodation. Pressure on land also results in
increased land prices and consequent occupation of marginal land by leapfrogging development
with urban sprawl. As a result, living conditions deteriorate and low density makes it costly and
inefficient to provide services and infrastructure. The overall efficiency of settlements is reduced
and city development hindered. For example, the combining of 3 separate single story units
providing a larger shared open space for the residents. Urban land has grown much faster than the
urban population, resulting in less dense and, in general, more inefficient land use patterns. In
addition, this is often happening in the absence of a viable spatial structure.
(https://unhabitat.org/urban-initiatives/initiatives-programmes/planned-city-extensions/)
o

Additional benefits include:
▪
▪
▪

increased density that promotes economic agglomeration advantages, including
lower costs of providing infrastructure and services;
strengthened social interactions and reduced mobility demand; and
mixed use of land that increases social heterogeneity and generates economic
densities.

N.B. Though while this will provide an initial relief in terms of housing stock and lower prices, at the
same time stern controls are needed to be prepared to address an issue arising in our tourism areas.
The need to restrict, or ban holiday investment properties from certain areas on the Peninsula (e.g.
activity zones in the townships), as there will be a massive economic and social toll on local
residents and the functioning of townships. In the past rental of holiday homes had limitations not
recognised by governments, such as renting in a local paper, or renting just to friends you may
know, or family.
The rise of the internet has changed this and just like the music industry was behind the eight ball
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on digital music, so we now are with Air BNB, Stayz etc.http://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2017-0618/airbnb-leaving-byron-bay-locals-homeless/8612784?pfmredir=sm This could be offset by hotel
accommodation in the commercial zones of the townships so as to provide competition and
alternatives against Airbnb type investment. The effect of the Airbnb, has had more damage than
any other time, of housing policy. It's a money spinning epidemic in our region, affecting people,
hence increasing anti-social behaviour: shop lifting, petty crime, trespass, etc.
•

Expands transportation choices as increased density can make public transit networks more
economically viable.

Even though the wider community feels that these are all a number separate issues; i.e. the reformed residential
zones (housing etc.), issues with Green wedge and VicSmart planning extension etc., we view them as a single
interconnected problem and feel compelled to make comments them.
We say that the long-term lack of strategic planning is subsequently causing many locals on the Peninsula to be
troubled with these changes. Our understanding is that the state government manages the entire state planning
scheme but it is the local council’s responsibility to administer, personalise and modify this scheme to their
locality.
The statement from the Shire “This change will have a significant negative impact on the special character and
uniqueness of the Mornington Peninsula.”, is from our perspective incorrect. Under the current methodology
and strategy it is already achieving this by attrition, and the failure to review the current planning scheme in its
parts, as well as impacts versus purpose, is already damaging the uniqueness, character, and biodiversity of the
Peninsula.
Our Green wedges that are spoken of as being eroded by many within the community, are we believe in
desperate need of revision on the Peninsula, this includes misuse. There are two other zones that could be used,
nonetheless the Mornington Peninsula Shire seems to use one zoning for over half the Peninsulas land
regardless of constraints
I would say that the current GWZ is a concerning issue as it seems to have been failing the expectations of
people for some time. We control our townships with multiple zones but our entire rural area is only controlled
by one. We believe this is placed around what I would call myths of the zoning, with some believing that the
Green Wedge cannot be developed, that there are only allowed to be limited patrons, etc.
o

Option 1;
The Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) RCZ is the main zone for rural areas of environmental
significance. Agriculture is allowed in the RCZ provided it is consistent with the environmental
and landscape values of the area. Agriculture (other than animal keeping, apiculture, intensive
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animal husbandry and timber production) and a single dwelling require approval in the RCZ,
whereas animal boarding and intensive animal husbandry are prohibited.
http://www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/230308/35_06.pdf
o

Option 2;
The Green Wedge A Zone (GWAZ) GWAZ differs slightly from GWZ as it does not provide for
protection of agricultural considerations, instead it concentrates on protecting and conserving
the biodiversity, natural resources, scenic landscapes and heritage values of the area. Only
animal keeping (must be no more than 2 animals) and apiculture does not require approval,
whereas other forms of agriculture, timber production. A permit is required for a single dwelling
in the GWZ.
http://www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/230260/35_05.pdf
An example of the Green wedge failing; It is apparent that the current Green wedge doesn’t protect
biodiversity (fauna). There are sections around Greens Bush that are being fenced off adjacent to the
national park that are blocking access for wildlife. I know of a couple (I personally can put you in
contact) that just sold their Covenanted property due to fence issues. The neighbour that created the
issues then sold the land (this fencing just for capital gain, despite the ESO's applying to the land and
a section 173, all at the cost of Victoria’s natural wealth and its biodiversity). These loop holes exist
in the current overlays and zones, effectively cutting off wildlife corridors, which is a big part of the
Peninsulas character and appeal.

Our view is that Green Wedge land has become acquired in locations by those who have no interest in the
productivity of their GWZ land or the conservation of their GWZ land. The land is being used as a spacious
getaway from Melbourne to a rural environ ideally placed close to Melbourne.
While there is a section under the current green wedge zone to take the option of managing for conservation
many find it easier to take the agricultural line.
(https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/5753/Mornington-PeninsulaInterim_Green_Wedge_Management_Plan-web.pdf)
Rather than the landscape determining the most appropriate use. On the Nepean Peninsula areas which were
previously native calcareous swale grasslands (yet to be identified or mapped) are now being turned into horse
paddocks, vineyards or orchards.
Land is unjustifiably locked up by these people who are in general not particularly serious in their endeavor
rather they are removing access for our native wildlife on their properties and excluding them from wildlife
corridors. They are modifying indigenous vegetation and making very little effort in the way of productivity on
what is prime agricultural land. They are fraudulently claiming the rights of primary producers and degrading
future benefits to all Victorians, not just in terms of the natural wealth of our biodiversity, but also local
employment. We say that planning and zoning within the Green wedge needs to be primarily based upon the
lands biodiversity values. That is rezoning from GWZ to either GWAZ or RCZ based upon where our greatest
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biodiversity is within the Green Wedge Zone.
The land and its features, including wildlife and native vegetation, on that land belong to the Crown respectively,
and as subjects of the Crown it is our responsibility to ensure that the land and its features are protected and
developed with a mind towards improvement therein.
We say this because there is no true ownership of land or ability to do with the land as you please. Without
bringing in the question of sovereignty, there is no allodial land as the Crown (The Queen) is the ultimate owner.
That is to say, when you purchase land you only purchase a usage and development right, to which you must
seek permission from the Crown's representatives to develop or use for purposes which the Crown’s
representatives have designated i.e. zoning, overlays and restrictions etc. The land and all its features remain
the property of the crown.
It is our view that the Green Wedge land must have a conservation component within the land, most especially
land not being used for agricultural purposes. This land we say also includes Green Wedge being used for
tourism otherwise we are seeing an unjust rise in the price of our Green Wedge land.
Proposals that help stop and reverse the decline in biodiversity on the Peninsula should be encouraged. We
believe that tourism can form a component of conservation and are not opposed to camping or caravan parks
that help Victoria meet its biodiversity goals that all Victorians value.
Recognition of constraints within the Green Wedge zone need to be given through rezoning of higher biodiverse
areas to rural conservation zones thus ensuring that the Peninsulas natural ecosystem can remain intact and
functional. This needs to better tie in with fencing and ensure that wildlife and indigenous species can survive.
Tourism needs to be managed to ensure that sensitive areas do not receive too many visitors, and that such
areas are well managed and resilient, though intensive agricultural practices also need to be managed.
It is this biodiversity that helps keep our ecosystems intact and viable for future generations to work, and enjoy.
We believe that these points link in well with Victoria’s Biodiversity
Strategyhttps://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/51259/Protecting-VictoriasEnvironment-Biodiversity-2037.pdf that;
•
•
•

•

By protecting and building the state’s natural capital, we can enhance Victoria’s ability to generate
wealth and to compete on the world stage.
The use of environmental-economic accounting will help reveal the linkages between natural capital,
society and the economy, and identify risks and opportunities for Victoria.
Victoria will increasingly need to protect and utilise its environmental assets, including its world-class
tourism attractions, to deliver co-benefits for the economy and environment, and to help
communities become more livable, resilient and climate adapted.
A key to increasing investment in biodiversity conservation will be supporting landholders to
significantly increase the amount of native habitat that is protected and managed on private land.

A key part of Victoria’s Biodiversity Strategy that we believe can benefit from the Green Wedge is what is stated
in 6.3 of the strategy in providing opportunity for “private landholders manage two-thirds of the Victorian
landscape, and therefore have a critical role to play in conserving biodiversity. Private land hosts some of the
state’s most threatened species and some of its most important and irreplaceable native vegetation. Many
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landholders recognise the importance of protecting and restoring biodiversity on their land – not only for its
aesthetic value, but also for the ecosystem services and climate change resilience that it provides. These
landholders make significant contributions to nature conservation by protecting and managing their biodiversity
to a high standard, participating in private land networks via CMAs and groups such as Landcare and Land for
Wildlife, or by entering into voluntary conservation covenants with the assistance of Trust for Nature.
However, to address the ongoing decline of biodiversity, the area and quality of private land managed for
conservation needs to be substantially increased to make up for significant ongoing losses of quality and extent
of habitats, and for the legacy of past clearing that was promoted by government policies last century. To
achieve this, we need to build on current and past efforts and create more opportunities for private landholders
to permanently protect biodiversity on private land, to better manage terrestrial, riparian and wetland habitats
and species, and to partner with other stakeholders in biodiversity conservation initiatives.”
It was part of this strategy that it was a priority to; embed consideration of natural capital into decision making
across the whole of government, and support industries to do the same. To do so will ultimately ensure future
opportunities for further employment in the sector, as well as provide livability for the Peninsulas residents and
visitors, though obviously control is needed to ensure that our residents especially employees that work on the
Peninsula have affordable housing without being pushed out by investment property owners.
We look forward to any correspondence or input we can have on these matters.
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www.savetootgarookswamp.org
Are you a defender of biodiversity?

Could you please help by kindly donating.
Account Name: Save Tootgarook Swamp

Financial Institution: Commonwealth Bank of Australia
BSB: 06 3540
Account Number: 1058 2313
This email may contain privileged or confidential information intended only for the person to whom it is
addressed. Unauthorised use of the information is prohibited. If you have received this email by mistake, please
immediately hit reply and send.
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